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General background
The author’s findings are reflecting his team leader role within the activities of
Faculty of Social Sciences of Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic that was a
European partner of ESC of ECNU in joint research project: “European Integration
and the Transformation of the West” focused specifically on “European Integration,
Structural Change and its Impact on European Foreign Policies”. The project
included political scientists and economists and its goal was to investigate how
changes in underlying social structures that result from European integration affect
the international behaviour of European states and the development of a common
European foreign policy. This project looked at structural factors that shape those
attitudes, and are therefore constitutive of agents’ perceptions of themselves, others
and of their interests in the international sphere. As European integration has brought
about fundamental changes in the social structures of EU member states, we needed
to analyse these changes if we wanted to understand fully their foreign policy choices,
in particular with regard to the constitution of the CFSP.
The project reflected number of key issues that CEE countries experience with
respect to their recent EU membership both in their economies and in their foreign
policies that resulted into new mutually relevant topics.
It also reflected personal experience of the author based upon his former role
as one of scientific council advisors at Czech Minister of Foreign Affairs and in his
recent role within advisory council of Czech Deputy Prime Minister responsible for
the preparation of Czech EU presidency (1st half of 2009).
a) CEE relevant topics for China ? Research background needed
The authors find as crucial issue for the Eastern European new member states
to understand that a process of convergence is much more complex that was mostly
foreseen. While the number of standard features of catching-up applies (supported
by prevailing appreciation of CEE currencies), global competition from China and
India reshaped the economic environment in both “old” and “new” EU member states.
Deep structural changes influenced in its intensity also by the different labor markets
flexibility reallocated increasing share of EU growth and also productivity growth in
new EU member states. It was supported by more liberal CEE economic, social and
foreign policies (especially foreign trade policies) that were often criticized by some
“old” EU member states but supported by other ones.
CEE catching-up process is now supported by the EU structural funds available in
2008-2013 also for human resources development (especially segments of European
Social Fund ESF) that might improve funding needs.
• Problem: CEE research and teaching capacity has been developed quickly,
but only stepwise and also organizational capacity is still somewhat limited.
For example ancient Charles University (founded in 1348 as the first Central
European and German university) is one of few CEE universities assessed within
worldwide TOP 300 universities, but its funding and relevant organizational sources
are still limited in comparison with well-funded endowments within Oxford etc.
The important point of departure - lesson should be learned based upon
general conclusions of our research (see Annex): Different scope of efficiencies and
structural changes within EU-27 supported by the different labour market institutions
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confirm that any simplified single European (Economic and) Social Model does not
exist and national policies cannot be copied or harmonized, but developed. Let the
various economic and social models and approaches compete in improved EU single
market of goods and services to open opportunities based on forward looking
approach with full respect to the „minimum“ harmonized joint EU standards instead of
fixing the past inefficient models.
Then crucial mutually relevant interdisciplinary topics - EU joint policies
projects were less or more adequately dealt with such as:
EU Internal Security in Transition with two major areas of research:
• Internal and external dimension of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA)
cooperation in the EU
• EU “Constitutional” and EU Reform Treaty and CEE
Institutional Aspects of EU Enlargement
• Analysis of the institutional aspects of the eastern enlargement of the EU,
focused particularly on the question of the size and organization of the
Commission and decision-making procedures in the Council, esp. in
connection with the reforms envisaged in the Constitutional/Reform Treaty
• Main points:
– Inter-institutional balance and changes in the behavior of the main
actors (institutions and member states)
– voting power effects of the CT;
– coalition behavior of the member states after Eastern enlargement
CFSP after Eastern Enlargement: Change of Policy and Institutional Reform
Focused on
– Effects of the eastern enlargement on the EU institutional structures
– the practical issue of the influence of the new members from Central
and Eastern Europe on the EU foreign policy and proposes strategies
which might enhance their clout.
• Conclusions:
– While the enlargement seems to have had only a minor impact on the
number of CFSP legal acts and on the EU external relations budget, it
has produced a major qualitative change in the form of the new
European Neighbourhood Policy.
The Impact of Central and Eastern European Countries on the Changing
Energy Security Concept of the EU focused on:
– Analyzes the link between the eastern EU enlargement and the
formulation of the EU’s energy security concept.
– Description of the energy challenges in the European Union, and the
set of policies which the EU devised to deal with them.
– Assessment of different analytical concepts for the study of energy
security with emphasis on the concept of securitization.
– EU – Russia relations (and influence of the eastern enlargement)
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Aging in Europe and its policy implications focused on :
– Europe is the oldest continent in the world and will become even older very
quickly but European social security systems were built for younger
societies
– Costs of social security will explode as Europeans get older, most exposed
to aging are pension and health care systems
– Funding gap: Europe will have to either cut expenditures or increase taxes
– neither option is politically popular , very few reforms in large countries
– Our results show that reforms do not depend on ECONOMIC but on
POLITICAL factors
CONCLUSION:
ES research projects and networking of Chinese ESCs with CEE partners:
•

made much more relevant and easier by number of common historical
experiences shared by CEE and China from 1945-1980s and
transformation issues. Some ideas rooted in CEE experience contributed
to restatement of some simplified European myths such as single
European Social Model (danger of rigid, non-competitive labor markets).
Besides historical experience it is also reflected in similar dynamic
employment structural changes both in CEE and in China that speed up
growing share of the more productive economic sectors. It has
contradicted to the adverse structural changes prevailing in some large
“old” EU member states.

•

must be, however, realistic taking into account also somewhat limited
research, teaching and organizational capacity of CEE partners that are
still under-funded.

•

The research should be as multidisciplinary as possible as different
policies mentioned above interact.

•

Due to interdisciplinary approach there is however a potential threat of
superficial research. That is why the research results must be based on the
relevant topics and always assessed from the publication results point of
view measured by the appropriate benchmark quality indicators (Econlit,
web of science publication and citation indicators in case of Charles
university) ) and defended in front of international community at
international conferences.

b) Feasible teaching programs
o Teaching programs should be improved to reflect current EU issues and
involve lecturers from different EU member countries.
o Teaching programs might have up-to-date technical format with a
tendency towards interactive teaching and eLearning.
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o Programs and credits should be EC accredited and transferrable
(ECTS). Case example below: New Charles University programmes of
EU and area studies (prof.Rovna, prof.Plechanovova).
o Different segments of diploma programs might be studied in different
countries: an international co-ordination within Erasmus and Erasmus
Mundus grows further (sometimes can be supplemented by simple
double degree programs such as with British, French in Charles
University).
o In order to keep it sustainable, the programs should be run at different
levels and if suitable organized as paid and international: bachelor level,
graduate master level, doctoral Ph.D. level, always paid retraining for
executives and public administration.
o See next cases that might be widened further with Chinese component.
The funding is always the issue but we will mention several example
later.
Teaching project cases:
Graduate European Studies programmes at Faculty of Social Sciences
supplemented by international segments of British studies and French Studies
tought by British and French renowned professors
And Europeum courses for executives and public administration
In the academic year 2006/2007, the Department of West European Studies
launched its second optional specialized programme for students of the graduate
European Studies and West European Studies programmes, mirroring thus the
succesfully established French Studies specialization. Within the framework of British
Studies, more than ten facultative courses are offered every year. After obtaining the
minimum of 40 ECTS, students of the programme are awarded a British Studies
certificate. The objectives of the programme are to introduce students to the
specificities and the uniqueness of British and Irish society and culture, underlining
the particular aspects of the so-called Anglo-Saxon world.
British Studies for European Studies and West European Studies
academic year 2007/2008.This academic year is the first regular year of the British
Studies programme at the Department of West European Studies. After the
launching year, the catalogue of offered courses has been consolidated and modules
taught by visiting professors added to the curriculum. This academic year was
opened on October 2nd 2007 by Gisela Stuart, MP with a lecture entitled European
Union in 20 Years. The official opening of the British Studies programme then took
place on 16 October 2007 in the promised presence of HRH Princess Anne and the
Ambassador of the United Kingdom to the Czech Republic, H. E. Linda Duffield.
Accompanying the event, this year´s visiting professor, Ian McLean (Nuffield College,
Oxford University) held his first lecture. Another visiting Professor joined – Prof. Alan
Butt Philipp (University of Bath).
Europeum programme organized within same body of Faculty of Social
Sciences (prof.Rovna et al.) further offers courses in European affairs for workers
of the civil service and the private sector, has received awards from the European
Commission and the European Council. The award [The bronze medal out of
more then 2000 projects] was presented in Berlin in May 2007. The course is
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prepared in cooperation with the Law Faculty of the Charles University, the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic, and other institutes of the Faculty of Social
Sciences.
Whatever imperfect case those arrangements represent, the Department has
for the second time received the Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence award for
European Studies (the first time was in 1999 as the first institute in Central and
Eastern Europe) as well as two awards of Jean Monnet Chair and one of the Jean
Monnet Chair Ad Personam. The Department is involved with several international
research groups and is part of several research projects (EU–CONSENT, EU–
CONNEX within the 6th Framework programme of the EU, EULEIT, IGC Net and
several others). The TEMPUS Institution Building European Studies grant from 1998
help to found the civil association (now Institute) for European Policy, EUROPEUM,
which is personally linked with the department. Within the SOCRATES/ERASMUS
programme our students have the opportunity to study abroad for either one or two
semesters at our partner universities. These include Science Po and Sorbonne
Nouvelle in Paris, Bath in the United Kingdom, Limerick in Ireland, Maastricht in the
Netherlands, Humboldt University, Freie Universität in Berlin and Marburg University
in Germany etc.

c) The academic management of the ESCs
•

The academic management of the ESCs should reflect new issues and
relevant topics. Subject to them (mostly „demand driven topics“) it develops
relevant multidisciplinary teams with active HR policies and international
sources. Supply-driven topics are reasonable only in case of the unique
research qualities of few gifted individuals.

•

It should be required to hire the researchers and teachers with international
studies background and supplement them by the rotation mobility strategies.

•

Involvement in practical political discussions such as foreign policy debates
and councils, preparation of negotiation with EU are quite strong incentives
and feedback instruments.

•

The support staff should be sensitive to the research substance but there are
usually not sufficient available funds for this purpose that might reconcile the
potential conflict of interest – certain modification of principal-agent problem.
The technicalities must be inefficiently solved by the research managers
themselves with huge transaction costs.

•

Multi-channel funding based on combination of both research and teaching
funds, both domestic and EU grants with growing role of privately sponsored
funds by global companies such as McKinsey Chair. Those multinational
companies appreciate only high quality alumni as a funding prerequisite.

•

Several traditional support mechanisms have been constantly useful such as
European Union Studies Association (author was the founding member of
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Czech ECSA and its first vice-president) or EU Documentation Centres
oriented towards creation and wider use of virtual libraries.
d) The extension and intensification of cooperation with European

partners
•

The extension and intensification of cooperation with European partners
has been made selective and interdisciplinary (e.g. within Charles University
35 economic universities EU partners, another tens in addition in other
disciplines), developed sometimes within somewhat organizationally
demanding funding schemes Erasmus Mundus framework, Jean Monnet
chair schemes, 6th and 7th research framework programmes).

•

The Erasmus Mundus programme is a co-operation and mobility programme
in the field of higher education which promotes the European Union as a
centre of excellence in learning around the world. It supports European topquality Masters Courses and enhances the visibility and attractiveness of
European higher education in third countries. The example can be The
International Masters in Economy, State and Society (IMESS) with
reference to Central and Eastern Europe that is a new postgraduate
programme offered by a consortium of leading European universities. IMESS
is a discipline-based, language-oriented EU (area) studies program,
incorporating advanced research training in the methodologies and
approaches of economics, business, politics, international relations, sociology,
history and cultural studies. It is a full-time, two-year integrated study
programme, with the first year spent at the School of Slavonic and East
European Studies, University College London, and the second at one of the
partner universities in Czech Republic(Faculty of Social Studies Charles
University), Estonia, Finland, Hungary and Poland. See http://www.imess.eu/

•

Certain problems exist with different approaches such as with a number of
Italian public universities without numerous clauses admission scheme that do
not strictly limit duration of studies. They have often highly qualified professors
presenting their research around the world but they are required to teach
mostly in native language and the lack of language practice limits potential of
co-operation and mobility for domestic students and teachers. It applies also
for foreign students and professor, who are not speaking native language of
that university. In contrast, Italian Bocconi University is the best practice
example that Chinese ESCs should follow and avoid former case.

•

The necessity to participate at demanding per-reviewing procedures,
assessments, evaluations etc. of international projects that represent
necessary transaction costs for that co-operation should be understood.

•

It is, however, necessary to make it easier to adopt new EU initiatives opening
the programmes to non-EU member countries to reflect outside global
developments that are quite crucial within worldwide competition. EU-China
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ESCP program has represented very positive first step in this direction see
Annex.
•

Recent EU initiative: External Cooperation Window - Call for Proposals 2007
Mobility activities starting in the academic year 2008-2009 applicable for ThirdCountries including Chinese ES.
Implementation of Erasmus Mundus External Cooperation Window in the
academic year 2008-2009 The Community Action programme for the
promotion of cooperation between higher education institutions and the
exchange of students, researchers and academic staff from EU Member
States and Third-Countries.
See http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/extcoop/call/2007/index_en.htm
CALL FOR PROPOSALS - EACEA/34/07: Application form and Annexes
Frequently Asked Questions.Partner search Facility - EU Member states and
Third-Countries including China

•

Another partner and supplementary funding source can be UNDP as the
author has cofounded Economic Policy Institute Network (EPIN) and included
Institute of Economic Studies of Charles University as a mentoring partner for
20 Euroasian research target institutes within EPIN network and UNDP
invested seed money in EPIN and relevant web pages oriented on different
policy issues including EU policy studies.
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Annex : Joint research and teaching project: “European Integration and the
Transformation of the West” focused specifically on “European Integration,
Structural Change and its Impact on European Foreign Policies”
Faculty of Social Sciences of Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic was a
European partner of ESC of ECN.
1. Multidisciplinary project – Czech participants of the Project
• Prof. Michal Mejstřík, Institute of Economic Studies, Inst.of Econ.Studies
• Doc. Ondřej Schneider, Institute of Economic Studies
• Dr. Vilém Semerák, Institute of Economic Studies
• Doc. Běla Plechanovová, Institute of Political Studies
• Doc. Ivo Šlosarčík, lawyer from Institute of Area Studies
• Dr. Tomáš Karásek, Institute of Political Studies
• Dr. Ivana Oklešťková, Institute of Political Studies
Research blocks:
1. “Trends in changes of national economic structures, influence of European
Social Models, and Policy Options”
• Two parts:
– Implications of Structural Changes in the Economies of CEE
Countries
– Growth changes under the influence of European Social and
Economic Models: What are the Policy Options of Eastern
Europeans ?
1.1: Implications of Structural Changes in the Economies of CEE Countries
Author: Dr. Vilém Semerák, Researcher at the Institute of Economic Studies of
Charles University, Junior researcher at CERGE-EI
• Specialization: international economics
• Current research interests:
– Trade and structural changes in emerging markets
– International trade and flows of innovations
– Chinese economy
• Focus of the paper:
– Development of economic structures of the Visegrad countries
– Factors influencing the rate of change
– Implications for the position of the countries on the world stage
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•

Conclusions:
– CEE countries underwent accelerated structural change after 1990
– Structural changes seem to contribute to overall increases in
productivity
– Important changes in foreign trade
• Integration into European structures
• Changing position in the world economy
– Decreasing autonomy of national governments, but their influence on
the rate of change (e.g. via configuration of social system and legal
framework) preserved
– Structural Changes & Internal Economic policies reflected in Foreign
Policy:
• Changing importance of interest groups
• Deep structural changes influence the relative power of
interest groups
• The whole balance of policy-making at the national level
can shift
• Complexity of intra-EU negotiations contributes to the
preference of bilateral relations
• Focus
• Enlargement made EU a more closed economy – lower
importance of external trade and external issues
• Economic structural changes steal the focus: national
institutions focus on intra-EU issues
• Resources
• Adjustment to enlargement and restructuring takes up
resources – not available for other purposes
• Economic growth will increase the relative power of NMS
10

–
1.2: Growth changes under the influence of European Social and Economic
Models: What are the Policy Options of Eastern Europeans ?
Author: Prof. Michal Mejstřík, Director of the Institute of Economic Studies of
Charles University
• Specialization: banking, financial markets and European integration
• Current research interests:
– European social and economic models
– European financial markets
– Chinese economy
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•

Main points:
– In many cases European labour markets need more flexible rules,
which would encourage competitive behaviour and the development of
forward-looking structural changes.
– Chart above demonstrates that European “comfort-oriented” economic
practices protect the least productive sectors, while US (and Chinese)
12

•

market driven tendencies do exactly the opposite. These diverging
labour allocations not only signal ex post trends but also ex ante,
longer-term structural changes that could potentially cause a further
decline in competitiveness multiplied by diverging hours worked.
European preference for leisure has also its policy background.
Conclusions:
– Different scope of efficiencies and structural changes within EU-25
supported by the different labour market institutions confirm that a
single European Social Model does not exist and national policies
cannot be copied or harmonized, but developed (Only recently some
Eastern European unionists have started to defend their requirements
by a reference to the European Social model having in mind its
inefficient continental form).
– Let variety of models modified by national specifics compete to open
opportunities based on forward looking competitiveness with respect to
the culturally adequate minimum harmonized standards (such as social
safety net etc.) instead of fixing the past.
– EU single market issue: Problems of EU legal labor migration and EU
service directive limiting competition in the least efficient sectors that
reduces average productivity gains and purchasing power of citizens
and may result in trade protectionism and costly common EU
commercial policy
– Response to import competition by market forces: capital and labor
reallocation from the less to more competitive sectors: twofold gains i)
consumers more satisfied ii) production for home and export market
more efficient.
– Lack of certain professions can be solved by „economic migration“, by
posting the employed third-country nationals subject to their conditions
of employment.
– The longer term development requires policy of free movement of
research workers, migration of students, pupils and trainers that,
however, triggers also tendency for reasonable coordination of policies
of immigration, social security, access to employment .

2. EU Internal Security in Transition
Author: Ivo Šlosarčík, Jean Monnet Chair in EU Law,
Deputy Head of the Department of European Studies
Two major areas of research:
• Internal and external dimension of Justice and Home Affairs (JHA)
cooperation in the EU
• EU “Constitutional” and EU Reform Treaty
Contribution to the project – main findings:
• EU Justice and Home Affairs cooperation is the most rapidly developing
area of the EU cooperation. Reasons both internal (Schengen,
enlargement) and external (terrorist attacks September 11, 2001)
• EU Justice and Home Affairs cooperation still incomplete project.
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Reason 1 - while there is common (theoretical) principle of mutual
recognition, the actual EU regulation is being introduced only
gradually regarding different sectors/procedures.
– Reason 2 – Constitutional problems and tensions at the domestic
levels (e.g. constitutional challenges to the European arrest warrant
mechanism)
• Interconnection between internal and external dimension of JHA
cooperation
• EU-China cooperation will be based primarily on asymmetric reciprocal
international schemes and ad hoc Chinese participation in EU
programes and agencies (vs. mutual recognition principle inside the
EU)
Presentation at the final conference: “EU Constitutional Treaty and EU Reform
Treaty: Surgery, Reduction or Cosmetic Change”
–

3. Institutional Aspects of EU Enlargement
Author: Doc. Běla Plechanovová
• Jean Monnet Chair
• Head of the Department of International Relations
• Vice-dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences
Research areas:
• European integration history
• Decision-making in the EU
• EU enlargement
Institutional Aspects of EU Enlargement
• Analysis of the institutional aspects of the eastern enlargement of the EU,
focused particularly on the question of the size and organization of the
Commission and decision-making procedures in the Council, esp. in
connection with the reforms envisaged in the Constitutional/Reform Treaty
• Main points:
– Inter-institutional balance
– changes in the behavior of the main actors (institutions and member
states)
– voting power effects of the CT;
– coalition behavior of the member states after eastern enlargement
4. CFSP after Eastern Enlargement: Change of Policy and Institutional
Reform
Author: Dr. Tomáš Karásek, Lecturer at the Department of International
Relations of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University in Prague
• Specialization:
– Courses on security issues, including the historical development of
European and Euro-Atlantic security architecture, resolution of
international conflicts, comparative foreign policy, and global terrorism
and anti-terrorism.
– Current research:
– theoretical reflection of EU security and defence policy
• Question:
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Effect of the eastern enlargement on the EU institutional structures
(within the framework of Michael E. Smith’s concept of
‘institutionalization of cooperation’).
– The article also addresses the practical issue of the influence of the
new members from Central and Eastern Europe on the EU foreign
policy and proposes strategies which might enhance their clout.
Conclusions:
– While the enlargement seems to have had only a minor impact on the
number of CFSP legal acts and on the EU external relations budget, it
has produced a major qualitative change in the form of the new
European Neighbourhood Policy.
–

•

5. The Impact of Central and Eastern European Countries on the Changing
Energy Security Concept of the EU
Author: Mgr. Ivana Oklešťková, Researcher at the Department of International
Relations of the Faculty of Social Sciences, Charles University in Prague
• Field of research:
– Concepts of energy security, Chinese foreign policy and the decisionmaking process in China.
• She is working on a dissertation on the topic of changing energy security
perception in the People’s Republic of China.
• She also teaches a course on the security dimension of the China – Taiwan
relations.
• Focus of the paper:
– Analyzes the link between the eastern EU enlargement and the
formulation of the EU’s energy security concept.
– Description of the energy challenges in the European Union, and the
set of policies which the EU devised to deal with them.
– Assessment of different analytical concepts for the study of energy
security with emphasis on the concept of securitization.
– EU – Russia relations (and influence of the eastern enlargement)
• Conclusions:
– New EU members only have a marginal influence on the formulation of
the EU energy security strategy.
– They can nevertheless use the existing suspicions against Russian
motives to support the framing of a truly common EU energy policy.
– If successfully established, such a policy would bring long-terms
benefits to all parties concerned, including Russia.
6. Aging in Europe
Author: Doc. Ondřej Schneider
• Deputy Director of the Institute of Economic Studies, Charles University in Prague
• Specialization:
– Aging, pension systems and their reforms
– Public finance
– European economic studies
• Main points:
– Europe is the oldest continent in the world and will become even older very
quickly
– European social security systems were built for younger societies
15

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Costs of social security will explode as Europeans get older
Most exposed to aging are pension and health care systems
Old age dependency will rise from current 20-28% to 50-60% within next
forty years
This will increase spending on pensions from current 5% (in Ireland) – 14%
(in Italy) of GDP by approx.3-4% of GDP
Health care will add further 3-5% of GDP
Funding gap: Europe will have to either cut expenditures or increase taxes
– neither option is politically popular
Several countries reformed their pension systems – Baltics, Slovakia,
Poland, Sweden
France and Germany did almost nothing
Why some countries reform and some do not?
Our results show that reforms do not depend on ECONOMIC but on
POLITICAL factors
Reforms are more likely in countries that expect pension expenditures to
grow quickly
Reforms are more likely in countries with weaker trade unions

Teaching segment of the joint project by Charles University short-term visiting
scholars in ECNU China
Dr. Vilem Semerak (Institute of Economic Studies, Charles University in Prague)


“Lobbying in the EU”, lecture for graduate students at CESECNU, 15 May 2006



“Economic and Political Transition in CEE Countries”, ditto, 1 June 2006



“International Monetary Systém and EU integration”, ditto, 5 June 2006



“EU Integration: Regional Aspects”, ditto, 5 June 2006



“European Monetary Integration”, ditto, 12 June 2006

Dr. Ivana Oklestkova (Institute of Political Studies, Charles University in Prague)


“Making Common Foreign and Security Policy”
lecture for graduate students at CES ECNU, 24 April 2007



“Changes in the institutional framework of the EU”, 16 May 2007



“Energy Security of the European Union”, 6 June 2007

Prof. Ondrej Schneider (Institute of Economic Studies, Charles University in Prague)


“European Economic Policies” (Intensive course to MA in ES) Sept. 23 October 9, 2007
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